
Problem

Construct a scatterplot display that 
preserves unknown similarity relationships 
of high-dimensional data
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Interactive visualization as information retrieval under 
uncertainty

Assume underlying true neighborhoods are unknown, but evidence of 
the neighborhoods is available through user feedback. We formulate 
interactive visualization as optimization of the display for information 
retrieval under uncertainty of user preferences. The cost is

Neighborhoods are defined with the choice of a metric matrix:

Optimization:
● User inspects the visualization, points out misses and false neighbors
● Learn a variational approximation to the posterior p(A|F) of the metric 
from feedback, equations similar to [2].

● Optimize the output coordinates to minimize expected Kullback-Leibler 
divergences of neighborhoods
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Experiments

The user picks pairs of data points and indicates their relationship as a 
false positive or a miss. Each data set has additional noise features, 
assumed irrelevant for the true neighborhood relationships.

Feedback based on the visualization (“Vis”)  improves metric learning 
compared to a non-visual mechanism. Our system clearly improves the 
quality of visualizations during interaction, and works better than metric 
multidimensional scaling coupled to metric learning.

User study with scientific documents. Colors (not visible to the user) 
represent broad research fields. User was shown the title, authors, and 
year of a paper as a pop-up when mouse-overing the point. As feedback 
was given, visualizations became arranged according to the broad 
research fields.

Background: information retrieval 
perspective to visualization

The user retrieves neighbors from the 
display, and the display is optimized for 
minimal retrieval errors. The formulation 
[1] reveals a trade-off between 
information retrieval measures precision 
and recall. 

Generalization 
of recall

Generalization of 
precisionKullback-Leibler 

divergence

Expectation taken over a posterior distribution of possible neighborhood 
distributions, conditioned on the feedback F.

Problem
● All  properties of high-dimensional data cannot be shown on a low-
dimensional scatter plot

● What properties are important to show is not known a priori => gather 
feedback from the user in an interactive visualization 

Solution
● Formulate interactive visualization as an information retrieval task, 
where the user retrieves similarity relationships from a display

● Encode relevance of data properties as a metric, infer it from user 
feedback, and optimize the display for neighbor retrieval in the metric

● The system has a well-defined unified goal: the display is optimized for 
information retrieval under uncertainty about user preferences 
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Solution: ask the user
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... and handle the uncertainty in the unknown things by
probabilistic modelling 
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